Student survey results – remote learning
Responses Year 7-9 KS3: 73% = 392 students
“[Thank you] to all of
them, for being
supportive and
encouraging in such
a difficult time”
“I would like to say
thank you to all of the
staff and teachers
because they have
been working so hard
delivering all these
lessons/check ins/IT
help through these
challenging times.
THANK YOU!!“

Responses Year 10-11 KS4: 69% = 207 students

I prefer lessons that are
Live and in real time 
Voice over powerpoint 
Pre recorded videos 
Independent work via SMHW 

KS3

“I would like to say
thanks to all my
teachers for being the
best that they possibly
can while trying to
teach us”

KS4

Top subjects for feedback
MFL, History, Geography, Maths, PE
MFL, Business, Science, History, PE
246
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10

“Lots of helpful feedback and
“Miss understood
fun, interesting lessons that take
that I wasn't very
up the whole time they should do
motivated at the
and are very enjoyable, doing
beginning and helped
real time live lessons and making me catch up on the
use of the interactive Q&A“
work I missed”

Quantity of work
About right 
Too much 
Not enough 

86
122
0

“My tutor has been so
“I just want to say thank
you to all my teachers as supportive and kind through this
quarantine, she is such a nice
they have clearly tried so
person. She emails us to see if
hard to do the lessons
we’re ok. It really makes me feel
despite having to do
better on a weekly basis.”
them remotely“

“Thank you for
making the work fun
and easily accessible”

“For creating engaging
live lessons and going
above and beyond by
using the chat option a
lot and using resources
that I have never seen
anyone else use that
were fun.
Big Thankyou to all
teachers though in this
difficult time.”

